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It’s a messy world out there, and you’re
responsible for keeping the peace.
IT’S A TALL ORDER.
Potentially life-altering situations unfold in the blink
of an eye. Circumstances are rarely ideal.
And the consequences of a misstep can be monumental.
That’s a lot of weight to bear.
The confidence to act without compromising safety
can make all the difference.
CONTROL THE DAY.

EFFECTIVE AND SAFE.
PepperBall® non-lethal projectiles give officers the

Even better? PepperBall® is safe. Even though the

ability to deliver a triple threat: a forceful kinetic

effect of PepperBall’s proprietary PAVA irritant is

impact, a potent cloud of pharmaceutical-grade PAVA

immediate and highly effective, most people exposed

pepper powder and a psychological shock from the

to the chemical agent will recover in 5 to 10 minutes.

pain of the kinetic impact.

And it has a squeaky-clean track record: no reported

Imagine having a tool in your arsenal that gives
you the confidence to act swiftly, the ability to take
control of a situation and the knowledge that you
won’t be compromising anyone’s safety.
While most other non- and less-lethal products are
one-dimensional, PepperBall® offers a rock-solid
solution in virtually any situation. With PepperBall®,
you have the ability to lure someone out of an
enclosed space like a bathroom, attic or crawl space,

fatalities, serious injuries or personal injury lawsuits
have been filed against PepperBall® in its nearly 20year history.
Plus, it has incredible range. Although you don’t
need to have direct line of sight for it to be effective,
various PepperBall® systems offer incredible accuracy
up to 150 feet for direct impact engagements and
over 320 feet for area saturation.
That’s what we like to call a “Force Multiplier.”

diffuse one-on-one confrontations, and manage riot
or crowd-control situations.
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MANUFACTURING
It is notoriously difficult to get a round projectile
to fly straight and accurate. That’s why they
were essentially abandoned in the 1850’s after
the first shaped “bullet”, the Minié ball, was
invented. However, round projectiles are ideal if
you intend on using them as a precision chemical
delivery system, which is at the core of the
PepperBall® system. It took our engineers almost
a decade to perfect our projectile manufacturing
process. The combination of our custom-made
injection molding machines and our proprietary
sonic welding technology, allows PepperBall®
to achieve the world’s most accurate round
projectiles—accurate out to 60 feet. Then, we
topped ourselves by inventing the VXR™ shaped
projectile, which also carries our potent pepper
powder, but is accurate out to 150 feet. To
ensure the accuracy of all our projectiles, they
are thoroughly inspected for dimension, weight,
and strength standards so that only the highest
quality product is delivered. Then, we utilize our
in-house shooting range to test fire every lot of
projectiles to insure they deliver to our exacting
standards in the real world. So, while others may
claim they have projectiles that are the same as
PepperBall®, don’t be fooled.
There is only one PepperBall®.
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VERSATILITY IS SOMETHING
WE ALL DESIRE. Why not go with the
one system that provides it? Rapidly evolving
situations require you to change tactics suddenly
and without notice. Be sure when that happens,
you have the best system at your disposal. In
service with thousands of agencies world-wide,
PepperBall® has been the professionals choice for
nearly 20 years. Safe, versatile, and accurate.
That’s PepperBall®.
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ACCURATE DISTANCE
RANGE

of accuracy and effectiveness of our projectiles. Upon
impact, PepperBall® projectiles release a cloud of our
proprietary pharmaceutical-grade PAVA pepper powder

200
150 FEET

What makes PepperBall® unique is the unprecedented level
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EVERY GREAT
COMPANY HAS
SOMETHING UNIQUE.

VELOCITY (FPS)
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0
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DISTANCE (F)

that expands to about 3 feet in diameter. Our chemical
irritant is effective even when a subject is out of sight. But
when kinetic impact is required to resolve a situation, our
round projectiles are exceptionally accurate out to 60 feet
and our VXR™ projectiles allow for precision accuracy at
distances of up to 150 feet.

DIRECT IMPACT RANGE

60
FEET

ROUND
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240

VELOCITY (FPS)
VELOCITY
(FPS)

AREA
RANGE
AREASATURATION
SATURATION

280-350

280-425

500

280
ROUND

VXR™

160+ F

390+ F

150
FEET

VXR™
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ROUND
A perfectly manufactured shell made to our
exacting standards, filled with our chemical
irritant payload, our round projectiles are the most
accurate and potent in the world. There’s only one
PepperBall®. No one else comes close.

0.68 x .72
PAYLOAD

2.5g
VELOCITY

280-350 FPS

DESCRIPTION

0.5% PAVA

The basic PepperBall® projectile, it contains 0.5% PAVA, and is
excellent for direct impact and area saturation, especially in confined,
interior spaces.

LIVE-X™

5% PAVA

Our most potent and powerful concentration of PAVA pepper
powder. One round of LIVE-X™ is equivalent to 10 regular
PepperBall® LIVE™ rounds.

2.5% CS

A projectile containing an active payload of CS irritant. Excellent for
direct impact or area saturation.

CS

SPECIFICATIONS:
CALIBER

FORMULA
LIVE™

WEIGHT

3g

CS/PAVA

SHELF LIFE

3 years

1.25% CS
1.25% PAVA

This projectile contains a mixture of PAVA and CS irritant. A true, dualimpact projectile. Excellent for direct impact or area saturation.

Inert Powder

Containing a harmless, scented powder, this projectile is best suited for
training, qualifications, and direct impact when chemical exposure is
not desired.

Paint Solution

This projectile contains a paint solution that can be used to mark
suspects for later apprehension and/or marking doors, openings, or
objects for identification.

Solid

A solid polymer projectile used for breaking out residential windows
and side-glass of automobiles. Not for use on humans.

Water

A projectile containing a clear, harmless liquid. Best suited for training,
qualifications, and direct impact when chemical exposure is not desired.

INERT

KINETIC

10-15J
MARKING

FEATURES

GLASS BREAKER

} Ultrasonically welded
} Shell color indicates payload
} 100% water proof
} Operational temperature of -30°F–150°F
} Non-flammable

QUANTITIES
JARS OF: 90 | 375 | 1500

MADE IN THE USA
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WATER FILLED

0.25% PAVA

PROJECTILES

FORMULA

DESCRIPTION

VXR LIVE™

VXR™

Our first level of irritant in the VXR™ platform. Excellent for direct
impact or area saturation, especially in confined, interior spaces.

VXR LIVE-X™

2.5% PAVA

A more concentrated formula, containing approximately 10X
the PAVA of the VXR LIVE™ projectile. Excellent for direct impact or
area saturation.

1.25% CS

A projectile containing an active payload of CS irritant. Excellent for
direct impact or area saturation.

These long-range projectiles for the VKS™ and
TCP™ are spin-stabilized and can impact targets
at distances of 150 feet. They offer higher kinetic
impact than regular round PepperBall® projectiles.

VXR CS™

SPECIFICATIONS:
CALIBER

0.68 x .72

VXR CS/PAVA™

.625% CS
.625% PAVA

This projectile contains a mixture of PAVA and CS irritant. A true, dualimpact projectile. Excellent for direct impact or area saturation.

PAYLOAD

2.5g
VXR INERT™

Inert Powder

Containing a harmless, scented powder, this projectile is best suited
for training, qualifications, and direct impact when chemical exposure
is not desired.

Inert Liquid

A projectile containing a washable liquid. Best suited for training,
qualifications, and direct impact when chemical exposure is not desired.

VELOCITY

280-425 FPS

WEIGHT

3.4g
SHELF LIFE

3 years
KINETIC

12-28J

VXR INERT LIQUID™

FEATURES

VXR INERT UV LIQUID™

Paint Solution

Inert liquid payload that provides a covert mark detectable under
UV light to Improve delayed apprehension.

} Spin stabilized
} Ultrasonically welded
} Shell color indicates payload

VXR MARKING™

Paint Solution

This projectile contains a paint solution that can be used to mark
suspects for later apprehension and/or marking doors, openings,
or objects for identification.

} Operational temperature of -30°F–150°F*
} Non-flammable

QUANTITIES
PACKS OF: 50 | 150

*VXR Marking™ operational temperature: -15°F–150°F

MADE IN THE USA
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WEIGHT

VKS

™

The Variable Kinetic System is a multi-payload, longrange, semi-automatic launcher with adjustable kinetics.
And because it mirrors the AR-15 platform, many
departments find that it’s easy to adopt and integrate
this non-lethal platform into their arsenal of resources.
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6.4lbs / 2.9kg
LENGTH

31in / 78cm
HEIGHT

13in / 33cm

FEATURES
CALIBER

0.68
ACTION

Semi-auto
POWER

HPA

} BARREL: Rifled/Indexed for Mag & Hopper
} STOCK: 13 Cu. In. / 3000 PSI Tank/Stock Combo
} RAILS: AR15 / M4 Picatinny Rail Platform
} UPPER: Machined Upper
} LOWER: Lightweight Polymer Lower
} ON/OFF VALVE: Functional Charging Handle

Black/Yellow color shown

SPECIFICATIONS:

VKS™

+

DUAL

AIR SOURCE

The VKS™ utilizes 2 types of air sources, extending the
officers time in the field and increasing functionality.
OPTION 1

KINETIC IMPACT

OPTION 2

HPA butt-stock version

Remote air line that

containing a 13 ci. tank.

connects to any tank.

12-28
JOULES

+ Three available color options
+

DUAL

FEED SYSTEM

With the Dual Feed System the officer can choose to use
the magazine or a standard hopper. The dual feed allows
the officer to quickly switch between “Hopper Mode” and
“Magazine Mode” during an operation for optimum versatility.

HOPPER/MAG CAPACITY

180
ROUNDS

MADE IN THE USA

Black/Orange color shown

*Two magazine options available, 10 round and 15 round.

10/15*
ROUNDS
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FEATURES

SPECIFICATIONS:
WEIGHT

FTC

™

2.9lbs / 1.3kg
LENGTH

The FTC™ is a high-capacity, semi-automatic
launcher. With a hopper than can hold up to 180
rounds, it has a less intimidating appearance. It
is an extremely versatile tool that can be useful
in a variety of non-lethal scenarios.
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18.7in / 47.6cm*
HEIGHT

13in / 33cm
*With forward facing tank

CALIBER

0.68
ACTION

Semi-auto
POWER

HPA

} Fully Mechanical Operation
} Rugged–Water & Harsh Environment Resistant
} Front & Rear Sights
} Single-Point Sling (included)
} Two Tank Mount Options (adapters included)
} Rotating ON/OFF Valve

FTC™
SPLITSHOT™

+

COMPATIBLE

HOPPER CAPACITY

KINETIC IMPACT

180

10-15

ROUNDS

JOULES

+

UNIVERSAL

TANK MOUNT

You decide which way you want the tank to face. Includes
hardware and adapters for both mounting options.

OPTION 1

OPTION 2

Air tank mounted

Air tank mounted to the

forward on the launcher.

rear of the launcher.

Forward facing tank option shown
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PEPPERBALL® GIVES YOU
THE ONE THING THE OTHERS
CAN’T. OPTIONS. With the unflinching
eye of the national news, or the rapid pace of social
media, officers are under constant scrutiny for
the tactics they deploy. Which is why PepperBall®
is perfectly suited to their needs. It gives officers
multiple options for deployment. Area saturation,
direct impact, area denial, or marking suspects,
PepperBall® packs all of these into one system.
That’s why PepperBall® should be your first option.
One system, many missions.
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TAC-SF™
This select-fire launcher is the perfect tool for crowd
and riot-control situations requiring high-intensity
engagements. With the ability to fire the TAC-SF™ in
three-round bursts or fully-automatic mode, you can
quickly disperse PAVA across expansive areas.
SPECIFICATIONS:
WEIGHT

6.3lbs / 2.8kg*
LENGTH

21in / 53.3cm
HEIGHT

12in / 30.4cm

CALIBER

.68
ACTION

Semi / 3 Round Burst
or Full auto
POWER

HPA

FEATURES
} Select-Fire Electronic Firing System
} MIL-STD-1913 Rail Platform
} Corrosion-resistant Aluminum and Hi-Impact Polymers
} Removable 9.5in Ported Micro-Finished Barrel
} Single Point Sling (included)
} Rotating ON/OFF Valve

*With 30ci HPA & EL-2™
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TAC-SF™
SPLITSHOT™

+

COMPATIBLE

+

SELECT

FIRE

The Select-Fire trigger gives you the versatility of being able to
launch a high volume of projectiles, or just one at a time. Two
options are available, depending on need.
OPTION 1

OPTION 2

3-Round Burst

Full Auto

Semi Auto

Semi Auto

OPTION 3

Semi Auto

+ Three available color options
KINETIC IMPACT

10-15
JOULES

HOPPER CAPACITY

180
ROUNDS

Shown with SplitShot™ attachment
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SPECIFICATIONS:
WEIGHT

TCP

™

1.7Lbs / .77Kg
LENGTH

The Tactical Compact Pistol, our smallest PepperBall®
launcher, gives you the ability to carry a multi-shot,
non-lethal product on your belt. Use the TCP™ with
regular-round and long-range VXR™ projectiles so you
can maintain safe standoff distances. Plus, you can use
CO2 or N2 cartridges.
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8in / 20cm
HEIGHT

6.5in / 16.5cm

FEATURES
CALIBER

0.68
ACTION

Semi-auto
POWER

8g CO2 / 1.3g N2*

*N2 cartridges are proprietary PepperBall® products
that contain approximately 2600 psi of pressure.

} Ultra lightweight construction
} Includes two six shot magazines
} .68 caliber round and VXR™ projectile compatible
} Undermount rail
} Compact size fits on standard duty belt
} Holster included

TCP™
SPLITSHOT™
COMPATIBLE

+ Three available color options

+

KINETIC IMPACT

10-15
JOULES

MAG CAPACITY

6

ROUNDS

6

ROUNDS

Shown with SplitShot™ attachment
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FEATURES

SPECIFICATIONS:
WEIGHT

FLASHLAUNCHER™

1.75lbs / .79kg
LENGTH

11in / 27.9cm

A true, multi-use launcher, the PepperBall® Flashlauncher™
combines the practicality of a flashlight, with the added
benefit of launching five PepperBall® projectiles.
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HEIGHT

2.5in / 6.3cm

CALIBER

.68
ACTION

Semi-Auto
POWER

12g CO2 / 3g N2*

*N2 cartridges are proprietary PepperBall® products
that contain approximately 2700 psi of pressure.

} Ambidextrous Safety
} Side Holster (included)
} Rechargeable Battery Kit

FLASHLAUNCHER™
KINETIC IMPACT

10-14
JOULES

INTERNAL CAPACITY

5

ROUNDS

LIGHT OUTPUT

350
LUMENS

+

MULTI

FUNCTION

The FlashLauncher™ comes standard with a 350 lumen
light, red targeting laser, and five round capacity.
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DISTANCE CAN BE YOUR
FRIEND, OR YOUR ENEMY.
CHOOSE WISELY. When confronted
with a suspect, being at a safe distance during a
confrontation can mean the difference between
an uneventful arrest, or a trip to the emergency
room. PepperBall® gives you the ability to engage
suspects out to 150 feet, keeping you safer than other
systems that require you to be up close for effective
deployment. The choice is clear. PepperBall®.
25
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COAST GUARD

BORDER PATROL

TACTICAL

LAW ENFORCEMENT

MILITARY

CORRECTIONS
PRIVATE SECURITY

ONE SYSTEM, MANY MISSIONS.
With the increasing demands of military and law
enforcement across the globe for safe, reliable, nonlethal options, PepperBall® has been at the forefront
of mission capability. Currently in service with
thousands of agencies around the world, including U.S.
Customs and Border Protection, the U.S. Coast Guard,
and the U.S. Army, PepperBall® has been providing
professionals the tools and munitions that meet the
needs of a wide array of mission parameters. When
lives are on the line, professionals demand PepperBall®.

FIND YOUR MISSION AT PEPPERBALL.COM
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PEPPERBALL®

TRAINING
PepperBall® is committed to providing a comprehensive training program
that combines classroom instruction, as well as hands-on practice.
Students that participate in the PepperBall® training program gain the
knowledge and confidence to deploy PepperBall® safely and effectively,
in any situation.

+

INSTRUCTOR

ARMORER

The PepperBall® Instructor/Armorer Certification Course certifies

The Armorer portion of the course will

students as PepperBall® Instructors and Armorers for their individual

teach the students how to maintain,

agency, allowing the attendee to design a course in the safe and

breakdown, and assemble the various

effective use of the PepperBall® system, as well as service and maintain

PepperBall® launchers. Students will

their agency’s PepperBall® Launchers.

become proficient in working with

Students will develop the skills needed for the safe operation,

the launchers.

deployment, and maintenance of the PepperBall® system. They

After completion of this course,

are also given the knowledge and materials to build a custom

students will be able to identify, problem

PepperBall® course, that fits within their specific agency, and

solve, repair, and maintain the various

adheres to their policies and procedures.

PepperBall® launcher systems.

Topics Include:
• Projectiles

• Deployment Tactics

• Launchers

• Instructing Users

• Field Operations

• Range Practical

All topics are designed to prepare the student to instruct their
agency in the deployment of PepperBall®.
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+

PepperBall® offers customizable training specific to
Corrections and Riot/Crowd Control. Contact our training
specialists to help develop a tailored experience for your team.
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rainin

AIR SYSTEMS

FEATURES

3.

} Adjustable output from 800–1000 PSI

2.

4.

} 360° collar rotation for custom set-up
} Pro fill nipple
} Pro burst disks with quad vent technology
} Low profile design

5.
1.

} ISO certified cylinders with 5 year hydro

SCUBA Tank Kit
} 8
 0 cu. ft. tank for refilling PepperBall®

high-pressure air bottles
} A
 ir fill adapter
} T
 actical fill whip hose

Air Fill Adapter

+

AIR

SYSTEMS

PepperBall® 3K aluminum High Pressure Systems (HPA)
feature a robust design and high quality 3000psi
adjustable output regulator.
SIZE

DIAMETER

LENGTH

WEIGHT*

SHOTS PER FILL**

1.

13 cu. in.

1.98 in

9.00 in

1.15 lbs

100

2.

26 cu. in.

2.50 in

10.50 in

1.68 lbs

175

3.

30 cu. in.

2.50 in

12.00 in

1.85 lbs

285

4.

48 cu. in.

3.50 in

10.50 in

2.75 lbs

450

5.

62 cu. in.

3.50 in

12.00 in

3.20 lbs

600

30 *With Regulator

**Average Based on 325 FPS Velocity

Tactical Fill
Whip Hose

VKS™ Magazine

} Feeds 20+ PPS (Projectiles Per Second)

} A
 vailable in 10 or 15

round capacity

} 180 Projectile capacity

} T
 hree available color options

} Ultra Lightweight

ACCESSORIES

EL-2™ Hopper

} One Touch On/Off
} Fast Disassembly

Universal TCP™ Magazine

Speed Pod

} 6
 round capacity

} 150 projectile capacity

}

U
 ses VXR™ or round projectiles

} Lightweight & Durable
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ACCESSORIES

SplitShot™ Shown on TAC-SF™

Molle Holster
} Includes SplitShot™ pouch

SPLITSHOT™
} Projects an enveloping cloud of PAVA powder up to 20 feet
} Provides instant aeration of PAVA Powder
} Ideal for confined areas
} Quick Mount system
} Quick Release
} Same aim point as other launchers
} Fire rapidly for better cloud

MADE IN THE USA
} F
 lashLauncher™ Holster

Single Point Sling
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2-Point Sling

2 Pod Pouch

2+3 Pod Pouch

Molle Panel

Soft Case

XRC

ACCESSORIES

+

VEST

INCLUDED ACCESSORIES
1.

Tank holder pouch

2.

62 cu. in. air tank

3.

Remote hose with side check

4.

2 each pod holder pouch

5.

4 each speed pods

6.

Magazine pouch

FEATURES
} Back drag handle
} Adjustable dual retention belts

3.

} Quick-zip ambidextrous vest removal
} Sewn-in pouch for hydration system

1.

2.

} Ballistic nylon construction
} Internal pocket for soft armor integration
} Low profile compact design

6.

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES
4.

SplitShot™ Pouch

Pistol Single Mag Pouch

Cobra Coil

5.

Standard Remote Hose
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HEADQUARTERS
28101 Ballard Dr. Ste. F
Lake Forest, IL 60045

1-877-887-3773 | North America
+1 858-228-1439 | International
PEPPERBALL.COM

PepperBall® is a registered trademark of United Tactical Systems, LLC,
exclusive worldwide manufacturer and supplier of genuine PepperBall® products
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